
Chapter 3: Mars Jump-room

And there fell a noisome and grievous sore upon the men which had the mark of the beast, and
upon them which worshipped his image.

— Revelation 16:2

‘I have seen the dark universe yawning
Where the black planets roll without aim,
Where they roll in their horror unheeded,
Without knowledge, or lustre, or name.'

― H. P. Lovecraft

“I remember black skies
The lightning all around me

I remember each flash
As time began to blur
Like a startling sign

That fate had finally found me”

— Linkin Park



Rodger woke with a start. It took him a moment to realize he was not in his dorm room.
Sitting up, he got tangled in a mass of wires and electrodes, some of them popping off his bare
flesh. A child in white robes came and helped unhook him. He was in a dimly lit circular room
with smooth cement floors and walls, no windows, possibly underground.  Cot beds organized in
a radiating pattern around a central machine of some kind that hummed loudly. With relief he
noticed Dodger and the others in the adjacent beds, also similarly disoriented and tangled.
Additional white-robed children were milling about, all bald, silent and serious, futzing with
dials and screens, and unhooking the others.

“Where are we?” Kalisha croaked.
“I dunno, me. Only work here. Technician,” came the voice of one of the children.
“Shit,” came Dodger’s voice. “So much for planning our escape.”
“I think they drugged our dinner last night,” came Luke’s voice. “I don’t remember going

to bed last night. Don’t remember anything after dinner, in fact.”
Rodger realized to his embarrassment that he was naked under the thin green hospital

sheet. A child came by and handed each of them khaki shorts and tan colored t-shirts. They each
got dressed quickly, self-consciously. They were fitted with socks and shoes, and finally each
received a backpack from the grim-faced silent children.

Rodger examined the contents - a large hunting knife, a pistol and ammo, a canteen filled
with water, some granola bars, a pair of sunglasses, a rolled up tarp of thin nylon material, a hat,
and a roll of gauze.

“Come,” said one of the children to the group in general, motioning with his hand. He
pressed a lever and a wall parted behind him, revealing a dark hallway. They followed him
through, which led to a narrow metallic  stairwell leading up.

Noone spoke as they climbed. The long stairwell ended in a ladder that the leading child
immediately started  climbing. Rodger felt like he was in an old sewer system or something. The
ladder ended in a manhole that the boy pushed aside. Light and heat flooded in.

One by one they climbed up and out of the manhole cover and into the world that awaited
them.

They were in a desert. Orange sand dunes for miles in every direction. No plant life. The
heat was sweltering. Hardly any breeze, just a thick haze of heat and dust, almost choking to
breathe. The cloudless sky was blue turning to orange, as the sun was apparently going down,
although the heat didn’t feel like it.

“You go now. Sun will set soon, travel by night to avoid heat.” He handed Luke a small
compass. “Go east towards the Great City. You won’t miss it.”

Rodger remembered vaguely what Sigsby had said about finding the Doctrine, although
still none of it made much sense.

“How do we know where to find, er, what we’re looking for?” Luke said, frowning down
at his compass. “We don’t even know what it looks like.”



“Please, that’s all I know,” the young robed boy said, now looking anxious. “You, you
keep your weapons ready once closer to the city. Not safe. Not all sleep at once, have a look-out,
always. I - I go now.”

The boy hurried back to the manhole and hoisted himself to the ladder below.
“Wait!” several of them shouted at once. But it was too late, the boy was gone, covering

the lid above him.
All was quiet again.
“I suppose it would be pointless to try and follow him back down,” Kalisha muttered.
“Come on let’s just get this shit over with,” Nick said, his face grim. He tightened his

backpack straps.
“Agreed,” Dodger said. “The quicker we find whatever it is they want us to find, the

sooner we go home. I, for one, wish to sleep in my own bed and tend to the garden.” Dodger had
discovered an interest in botany and entomology, cataloging species and drawing them in her
field journal. The twins had spent many happy hours at the park near the nunnery, on the edge of
a field of wildflowers, Dodger collecting and cataloging while Rodger daydreamed about his
music, imagining melodies in his head.

That all seemed so far away now. How long had they been gone? A month? Six months?
It was impossible to tell.

Rodger tuned into her mind and saw that she was also picturing the field of wildflowers
behind the park and up the hill, separated from the world by a crop of oak trees. Their special
place.

We’ll be there soon, he communicated to her silently. She looked at him, eyes fierce, and
nodded. She reached out and squeezed his hand.

“I miss my parents. And Mutt, our dog.” Luke said, head hung low.
Kalisha put her arm around him, and said, “then let’s do this thing. For humanity, or

whatever, and they will have to send us home. Otherwise I’m opening up a can of whoop-ass.”
“Yeah!” Nick said, and did a roundhouse kick in the air.
“You game, Minha?” Kalisha asked.
Minha nodded, also grim-faced and eyes narrowed and fixed on the horizon, like a hawk

having eyed its prey. She started walking, shoes sinking several inches into the loose sand. They
all followed her.

***

Night fell. But even so, they were all soon sweating, the heat having only died down a
few degrees. There were no stars here, the sky a gray swath of oblivion. The moon was a dull
reddish glow behind the fog. Luke’s compass was impossible to read in the dark but they noticed
lights in the far distance towards the east, which became their guide and destination. They dimly
remembered Sigsby speaking of the ‘Great City,’ which was where they hoped they were headed.



The terrain was rough, their shoes kept sinking into the loose sand making it difficult to
pick up their pace. The sand rose and fell in lazy dunes. Every once and a while they would
stumble across debris in the sand - cigarette butts, empty soda bottles, shredded cardboard and
plastic - signs of life.

And then, signs of death.
“You guys?” Kalisha said, nervously, poking at something with her shoe. Kicking aside

the sand revealed bones, human looking bones, a femur, ribs, and then a section of skull, cracked
and broken.

“Don’t touch it,” Minha said sharply. They all looked at her.
She shrugged. “bad luck,” she said quickly.
They continued on and came across more remains of skeletons.
“What did Sigsby say?” Rodger decided to bring up. He was trying to piece together what

Sigsby had said in a flurry of words that had gone over most of their heads. “Something about a
wrecked future. Did we time travel into the - the apoco - what’s the word?”

“Apocalypse,” Dodger finished for him.
“Like the zombie game,” he said, looking at her, eyebrows curled in worry.
“We need to be ready for zombies, you guys,” Dodger told the group. She fished in her

bag for the gun.
“Whoa, wait, you really think you should be holding that in the dark?” Lucas said. “You

might accidentally shoot one of us.”
“I just think we need to be prepared, especially as we get nearer to the city.”
“Dodger’s right,” came Nick’s voice. “Just keep the safety on.” He fished his gun out as

well, loading it.
They decided to take shifts of two people at a time being armed, gun in hand. They all

loaded their guns, just in case.
They walked on, for what felt like hours, stopping briefly here and there to rest and sip

from their canteens. Slowly, very slowly, the lights in the distance started getting closer. They
noticed now that the lights were flickering and orange, which suggested torches rather than
electric lights.

The sun came up, and with it, an intense, blinding heat. They stopped to rest, pulling out
their tarps to cover themselves, like blankets. They designated one at a time in shifts to stay
awake and keep watch while the rest attempted to nap.

Rodger, almost delirious from the heat, napped fitfully under his tarp and had something
like fever dreams. In his dream Dodger was missing, and he was frantically searching for her in
an old subway system. Hordes of rats scurried by his feet, and he was soon lost.

He awoke gasping for air, sweaty and heart pounding, head swimming under the tarp. He
pulled the tarp away to the blinding light searing his eyes. He sat up and looked around, waiting
for his eyes to adjust.

“Dodger?”



Then he saw her next to him, her blonde hair poking out from the top of her tarp; she was
still asleep. He relaxed, and lay back down.

“Bad dream?” Nick asked quietly to his right. He was looking at Rodger knowingly, his
fingers nervously toying with the gun.

Rodger nodded, then said, “You want to take a turn napping? I’ll watch — don’t think
I’m gonna fall back asleep now anyway.”

“Nah that’s alright,” Nick replied, gazing up at the horizon, towards the city. “Don’t think
I could sleep now either. I keep wondering what we’re gonna find in that fucking city.” He glared
down at his weapon, still fidgeting with it.

“I know,” Rodger replied, he wasn’t eager to get there, but wasn’t eager to turn back
around. “I’m dreading what’s ahead, but I don’t really like what was behind, either.”

“Yeah.” Nick agreed. “You know what? Yeah you’re right Rodger. It feels good to be free
from that damn Institute, even if it means….this.” Nick rocked back and let himself lie on his
back in the sand and started making a sand angel.

“C’mon Rog, you know you want to make a snow angel with me!” He said, chuckling.
“Sand angel, but ok.” and Rodger did, feeling the hot sand on his back and limbs.
“Yeeeah! There ya go! Get it.” Nick hooted.
When the moment was over, they lapsed into silence, each absorbed in their own

thoughts. Heatwaves shimmered off the tops of the dunes, the boys pulled their tarps over their
heads like cloaks. Nick started practicing TK - he put a pinch of sand in his open palm and
concentrated on raising the grains up in the air. Rodger watched lazily.

Then Rodger heard it. A voice in his mind.
If you can hear this, help! I’m stranded alone, a few miles north of the city, in an old

power station. My pod is all dead.
It was very faint, like someone talking underwater. But unmistakable. Rodger scrambled

to wake Kalisha, then Lucas.
“You guys! Listen!” At first nothing, and Rodger worried that he had woken them for

nothing, that he was going crazy, then —
All dead. Overrun by Cranks. I’m hiding in the Powerstation, north of the city. Help! I

can feel you. I know you’re out there. Please!

***

They were all awake now. Rodger had filled in the others what he and the other TP’s had
heard in their heads.

“What if it’s a trap?” Kalisha asked.
“By who? A Crank? Don’t think they have enough brains left to pull off something like

that.” said Lucas, who then added, with a frown, “but it does take us off-course.”
“I think we should check it out,” Dodger piped in. “If he’s like us, an Institute kid who's

been stranded here…”



They all glanced at each other around the huddle. Slowly they all nodded in affirmation.
“I guess that’s it then. We chase the ghost signal,” Lucas said.
“Ooh I like that. Sounds like a movie,” said Kalisha, “The Ghost Signal.”
They began walking, angling their course North-east. They lapsed into silence.,

concentrating on their feet, on not sinking into the sand. Every once in a while gusts of wind
picked up, spraying sand into their faces. They wrapped the tarps around them like shawls, and
wore their hats with brims low over their eyes. Rodger’s tarp and hat were both soon soaked in
sweat. The sun was high in the cloudless sky. Slowly, very slowly, the city in the  distance started
looking closer. The ghost signal did not appear again. Rodger started getting nervous that they
were chasing a dead end. But he, nor the other TP’s dared to reach out psychically, for fear of
attracting something unwanted. Who knew what would be on the other end of the line?

***

The old abandoned powerstation was surrounded by a tall barbed wire fence. Through the
fence they could make out a main building, with several smaller buildings around it, all cracked
cement covered with faded graffiti. The steel cable transmission towers were still standing, but
rusted over, their broken power cables dangling off them like long strands of hair. The sand had
given way to hard packed dirt on the grounds surrounding the station. Rubble and rusted metal
was strewn about haphazardly, as though a bomb had gone off here, long ago.

“No word from our ghost?” Dodger asked.
“No.”
“I don’t suppose it would be a good idea to reach out to him?”
They all looked at each other, unsure.
“Let’s…let’s look around and see if there is a way in, a hole in the fence,” she decided,

taking the lead of the group. After they had all taken a drink from their canteens, they started
circling the perimeter of the fence.

Sure enough, after circling around to the northern side, a small opening in the chain link
proved big enough for Minha, the smallest of them, to squeeze through. Nick and Rodger dug at
the dirt base with their knives, increasing the size, and then the TK’s collectively used their
power to pull at the bend in the fence while they crawled through, one by one.

“You guys look,” Minha said, once they were all through. She was crouched and
examining the ground, pointing. “Shoe prints.” Sure enough, embedded in the compacted dirt
were shoe prints leading toward the building, from the same gap in the fence they had found.

“What if this is a trap?” Kalisha asked, with a worried look as she gazed at the shoe
marks. “What if this voice is luring us here to…to…”

Nick put a hand on her shoulder. “Then we take ‘em. We go in guns blazing.  Not to
mention -” and he made a thrust with his open palm to insinuate TK.

Kalisha gave a tiny sheepish smile and said, “OK.”



Rodger had never seen her look scared before and it was giving him anxiety. After all he
had been the one who had initially heard the voice. If she was right and it was a trap, it would be
his fault…

They slowly made their way towards the main building. Now that they were inside the
fence, they could make out a number of open garage bay doors. Upclose Rodger noticed that the
faded graffiti was not in any language that he recognized.

Arriving at one of the openings they peeked into the semi-darkness within.
The large room was mostly empty, littered here and there with debris, the high ceiling a

lattice of girders and planks, with a ladder leading up to a second floor catwalk. In the center of
the room was old rusted machinery that looked like it hadn’t been used in ages. The floor had a
blanket of dust, pockmarked here and there by shoeprints and scuff marks.

“How recent do you think these prints were made?” Kalisha asked.
Minha bent low again and said, “hard to tell but there is a tiny layer of dust over the print,

so maybe it's been here a while.”
The silence and stillness of the place was unsettling.
“Let’s keep moving,” Dodger said.
On the farside of the entry room was a loading dock with a ramp leading into the next

part of the building. They tiptoed across, careful not to scuff the prints, each one either holding a
gun or a knife.

They headed up the ramp and peered into the gloom of the next room. They were
approaching the core of the station now, and could make out reactors, pipes and pumps and other
fancy machinery Rodger didn’t have names for, all old and long abandoned. Rodger noticed a
hardhat and an orange construction worker vest strewn unceremoniously on the floor. His
stomach fluttered.

Then he noticed the skeletons. They were in various stages of decay, leaning up against
walls, some still wearing blue or orange cover-alls, bones poking out at odd angles, grinning at
them with empty sockets.

“Shit,” Kalisha whispered, her hand holding the gun was trembling.
All of them had stopped moving. In this large reactor room there were lots of places to

hide, and in the semi-gloom, with shadows everywhere, it was impossible to tell if they were
alone.

“Let’s sweep the perimeter, hugging the wall,” Minha whispered. “TK’s in front and
back, TP’s in the middle, setting up a Screen.”

“Oh yeah,” Rodger said. In all the drama that had transpired he had forgotten all about
Screens.

They got in a line with backs to the wall, Rodger holding Luke’s hand in front and the
other hand holding Kalisha’s behind him. As they inched across the room against the wall,
Rodger did his best to empty his mind and imagine a translucent blue light enveloping the group.

They made it about a hundred feet before they spotted their first Crank.



At first it looked like one of the robed skeletons was standing up, leaned against a
network of pipes. His head was drooped, and they realized with horror that it was breathing,
slightly. Drool was suspended from his mouth, which was poking out from his orange hardhat,
and streaks of grayish-green flesh covered his bony frame, what was not hidden by the baggy
workers uniform.

It had made no sign of noticing them. The blue Screen was faltering, flicking on and off
by the distraction. Noone dared speak, but they all understood to continue tip-toeing forward,
there was no going back now…

Where there is one there are probably others. Luke’s voice in his head. Rodger nodded.
They reached the far wall, and turned 90 degrees. The wall adjacent to them now soon

became a thick plexiglass window revealing a side-room. Beyond the window they could see
computers and terminals, some kind of lab or control room.

Decrepit fists banged on the plexiglass from within; a Crank had spotted them, shrieking
like a banshee!

The Screen disappeared as the field was broken in their shock.
The Crank made for the side door, meanwhile the sound had woken the others. Other

shrieks and movement could be heard from various spots in the large shadowy warehouse.
Footsteps running, or limping towards them. Nick fired his gun at the Crank who had made it to
the side-door of the computer room. His head exploded, but the sound reverberated off the walls
and caused more shrieks and movement from the upper balconies. A Crank dropped from the
balcony above, landing on top of Nick, the two of them toppling in a heap. Kalisha was closest to
him and with a snarl stabbed it in the back with her knife. The thing shrieked but kept flailing
with his arms, trying to grab onto Nick, who was kicking out with his legs. Minha made an
elegant swirling motion with her two palms and the Crank’s neck twisted and snapped, his limbs
going still.

“In here!” Dodger yelled, motioning them into the now vacant computer room. More
Cranks were approaching from all sides.

One by one they ran into the room and closed the door behind them, pressing the lock on
the doorknob in, just as four Cranks converged on the outside of the door at once, pulling and
slamming against it, desperate to get in, yellowing eyes shot through with an animal madness,
looking at them with wild hunger and need.

“You alright?”Kalisha asked Nick, panting.
“I think so,” he said, “no cuts but the thing landed right on my shoulder,” he rotated his

shoulder gingerly, wincing in pain.
“Uh guys, you think this door and window will hold?” Luke asked. The Cranks were

slamming up against the plexiglass, making dull thudding noises. A fifth one had joined them.
They were in various stages of decay, some barely more than skeletons, others that looked like
recently dead corpses, still with flesh and blood, albeit gray and lifeless, purple-black veins
showing through translucent skin.

“What do we do? We’re trapped in here now!”



“Now might be a good time to call out for our friend.”
“Yes, I suppose it couldn’t make things any worse.” Rodger said. They all looked at him,

nodding.
Rodger telegraphed psychically as far as he could: We’re here, we got your message, we

came to rescue you, but got trapped in the computer room on the main floor. There are Cranks
trying to get in!

At first there was nothing, and Rodger’s hope sank, but then came the voice in his head:
Coming.
“You guys heard that?” Rodger asked Luke and Kalisha, they both nodded vigorously,

smiles breaking out.
“What? What happened?” Dodger demanded.
“He’s on his way…I hope.”
“We’re gonna have to help him break through the enemy lines.” Dodger replied, turning

to look at the Cranks, gun drawn.
The pod waited, guns drawn at the plexiglass window being pounded on by angry and

frustrated Cranks, their eyes wild with need, shrieking like animals. Rodger wasn’t sure how
much longer he could wait before his mind snapped; his teeth were chattering in his skull. The
only thing keeping him sane was the others, he took strength in the group, in the fact that he
wasn’t alone in this Hell.

Then something shattered against the wall outside and the Cranks were suddenly lit up
like fireworks. At least three of them were on fire, squealing and running.

“There!” Minha shouted, pointing. They followed her gaze, and saw a figure walking up
to them slowly, silhouetted by the flames, holding a crowbar.

“We need to help him!” she shouted, and sure enough, there were two Cranks that seemed
phased but unhurt by the flames, who had turned their backs on the window to face this new
enemy. Minha opened the door and thrusted out her palm, knocking one over, just as the other
one made a run for the new boy, who Rodger assumed was the source of the signal. He swung
his crowbar like a baseball bat, and the Crank took the blow full force in the side of the head. He
went down, twitching on the ground. Nick stepped forward, eyes narrowed, gun drawn on the
Crank that Minha had knocked over -

“No guns!” Minha hissed at him. “Too loud!”
He turned to her quizzically, his momentum lost.
“She’s right, we could attract more of them,” Kalisha said.
“I got this,” Dodger muttered, side-stepping Nick, she stopped in front of the Crank and

swung both hands forward until they met in the middle, her hands forming a circle, thumbs
touching, and Rodger recognized the strangling TK movement they had used that day back at the
Institute. Sure enough, the Crank started gasping for air, limbs lunging out. Dodger’s hands
continued holding the spell, sweat dripping from her brow, a look of cold fire in her eyes. And in
a few terrible gurgling moments, all was finally still.



“Not bad,” the older boy said, walking towards them, eyes on Dodger, looking amused in
a cold, jaded sort of way. He was tall, pale, with long, straight but disheveled dark brown hair,
that had sort of an oily sheen to it. His eyes were a striking pale blue. His clothes were ripped
and torn in places, caked with dirt. He wore the same army colored shirt and khakis they had
been given but was also wearing a black zip down sweater he must have scrounged from
someplace.

“Name’s Michael. Thanks for coming, for taking my message seriously.” He said in a
low, drawling sort of voice.

“How did you get them with that fire?” Lukas asked him.
“Molotov cocktail. Come on, it's not safe here.” He turned back the way he had come and

started jogging. The pod exchanged glances, unsure.
“No choice but to trust this guy,” Kalisha said what they had all been thinking, each of

them nodding. He did, after all, save their asses back there.
They took off in a trot after him. Past more machinery they reached a bay door at the far

wall which led into a cement stairwell leading both up and down. Michael immediately started
heading down into the darkness.

“Ugh, I’ve had enough dark tunnels for one lifetime,” Kalisha said, but followed the rest
of them as they headed down the stairs. In front, Michael flicked a lighter, and a small orange
glow illuminated the space in front of them.

“Stay close,” he muttered.
The stairs ended into what must have once been a basement and storage area. There were

lockers against a wall, and a boiler room. The middle of the room was full of boxes and crates,
everything caked in dust and worn by time. A long dead body still wearing blue coveralls leaned
up against a box.

Michael led them through the room to another hallway, and stopping at a door that had
more strange symbols on it, he took out a jangling set of keys and unlocked it. The symbols must
have been the word for “Janitor,” for as they stepped into a small room that was barely more than
a closet, it was full of mops, brooms, rolls of toilet paper, and cleaning fluids in plastic bottles. A
tiled shower stood in the immediate corner on their right.. In  the far left corner was a stack of
cardboard and clothes that looked like a makeshift bed. Was this where Michael had been
sleeping? The room was dimly lit by several red flares, glowing faintly, the kind Rodger had seen
cops use to block off the freeway.

Once everyone was in, he closed and locked the door behind him.
“Make yourselves at home,” he said, squeezing through them and plopping down on his

nest in the corner. “We’re safe here. Well, safe enough anyway.”
Noone in Rodger’s pod moved. Michael didn’t seem to notice, and was busy making

himself comfortable. Finally Dodger spoke up,
“Look, uh, Michael, we’re all glad that you saved our asses back there, but I mean, now

what? Are we just gonna hide in this janitor closet? Where are we anyway? What’s with the



weird symbols on everything? What happened to all these people? Did we really time travel into
the future? We want answers!”

He looked up for a second with a weary look. “That’s a lot of questions. If this is story
time, I could really use a cigarette.”

Silence.
“You mean none of you managed to smuggle across some smokes? Damn.” He turned

and stared at the wall behind his bed, rocking back and forth with his knees up to his chest. After
an unknown amount of time, he seemed to notice them again, and said, “Well, shit sit down at
least, damn.” One by one, Rodger’s pod sat on the cold cement floor. Nick sat on a plastic
bucket.

“OK, now, story time.” He seemed more focused now that they were seated, looking at
each of them, lingering for a few seconds then moving on. As he spoke his fingers tore at a piece
of cardboard, breaking it into little pieces. He spoke in a drawling, jaded voice.

“Where are we? We’re on Mars. And no I’m not talking about the bullshit NASA Mars
and like flying on spaceships and all that crap. This is like, the plane Mars, a different Earth
plane, in a different density. I don’t know what sort of crap Sigsby filled your head with…”

“She said it was our future, that we were here to save our future or something like that.”
Rodger said.

“Ha! Yeah she would say that. No, she is trying to save THEIR future, these fallen
Martian degenerates.” He chuckled coldly. “She is working for fallen humans, what you think of
as ‘aliens.’ Just a pawn herself, I’m afraid. This whole thing, this mission is to save them from
the second death in the Lake of Fire.”

“The what in the what?” Nick asked.
“It’s a bible thing,” Kalisha murmured, turning to Nick.
“So what are we supposed to do then?” Dodger said exasperatingly.
“To go home?” Michael continued, “you gotta do what she said. Find the stupid Doctrine

or whatever it is. That’s your ticket home. OUR ticket home,” he added hopefully, eyebrows
raised. He then had coughing fit, dry heaving, and for a while they couldn’t get anything
coherent from him. He turned and gazed blankly at the wall, rocking back and forth again.

“What’s going to happen to our Earth if we DO succeed?” Lucas wondered to noone in
particular. Rodger and Dodger exchanged worried glances. They were all wondering the same
thing. If they found this Doctrine, would it unleash a bunch of aliens or zombies — or whatever
they were — back home? The nuns hadn’t allowed tv or movies in the house, but every once and
a while they were allowed to go to the theater. Rodger remembered when he and his sister and a
few others went to see War of The Worlds. Suddenly he imagined this scenario taking place, alien
ships appearing, frying people on sight.

But Michael didn’t hear Lucas, he had an absent, far-away look in his eyes. Drool began
to pool in the corner of his mouth.

“What’s wrong with him?” Dodger whispered.



Kalisha gingerly put a hand on his shoulder. “Michael?” she asked. He showed no sign of
awareness of her.

“Well we can’t stay here,” Lucas said, standing up and leaning up with his ear against the
door, listening.

It occurred to Rodger that there was no food in Michael’s little hidey hole. Maybe he was
hungry? He fished in his sack for a granola bar. Tearing the wrapper, the smell of oats and sugar
permeated the space, making his mouth water, suddenly realizing how hungry he was. Everyone
turned to him. He scooted forward to Michael’s bed.

“Hey, uh Mike. I don’t know if you’re hungry but they gave us these granola bars…”
The smell hit Michael’s nose and his eyes snapped back into the present.

“Oh shit. How long was I out?” He wiped the drool from his chin, and then saw the
granola bar.

“Hey, you gonna eat that?”
“No, go ahead.”
Michael wolfed the thing down in two or three ravenous bites. He seemed to be in

ecstasy.
“You must have been hungry, huh?” Kalisha asked.
“Yeah, you know, food here is hard to come by. And you can’t really starve or dehydrate

in the astral realm. You just slowly lose your mind. As you may have noticed I’m not always
totally…here.”

“I don’t get it. Why can’t you starve? Are these not our real bodies?” Dodger asked.
“They feel real,” Nick piped in.
“The physics here is all different. Don’t ask me to explain it. Like I said, less dense. Your

mind is used to food, to water, to sleep. Not just your body. This astral body can live without
those things, but the mind can’t. It will slowly go insane, I’ve heard it called the Svarning. A
special type of madness, until you're little better than one of those Cranks out there. Same thing
if you were to die here. It would just be our minds dying. Our real bodies are lying on some
machine back on the Earth plane. Perfectly safe right? Wrong…we die here, we become a
vegetable over there. Comatose. Then they harvest your organs.”

“Yeah we sort of figured out that last part,” Dodger said bitterly. Then she asked, “how
do you know all this?”

“Let’s just say that back there I wasn’t a typical slave. I’m bloodline, so I had special
privileges. But as you can see, they still threw me in the program. But I was told stuff, even
given chances to rise in the ranks, out of slave status. But I refused them, refused to serve Satan.
Everyone who rises has to…”

He turned away. Rodger thought he was about to go vacant again, but then he noticed that
for the first time Michael looked vulnerable, his jaded veneer cracking a bit.

“They wanted me to sacrifice a kid, like in a ritual. To see if I was…like them…evil and
stuff. I refused. And so now I’m here.”

Kalisha put a hand on his shoulder again, and said, “that was very brave of you.”



He looked at her for a second, with an almost confused look, like he had never been
shown affection before, but then the moment was gone and his cool veneer was back, “Yeah,
well, not much good it did me, did it?” He stood up, suddenly.

“Hey kid,” he eyed Rodger, “any more of those granola bars?  If I’m gonna lead you guys
to the Impossible City, I’m gonna need some more fuel.”

***

The sky was a purplish orange, the reddish sun beginning to sluggishly sink below the
horizon, as they emerged from a side-door of the power-plant. Michael took the lead. They had
timed their trip to coincide with sunset to avoid the heat and to be less conspicuous. They were
back on the sandy expanse, heading towards the faint twinkle of lights coming from the city.
Rodger felt a renewed sense of hope now that they had a guide, although they were all a bit
weary of him, wondering when he would drift off again. There was also a steely-eyed hardness
that had grown over those of them that had killed a Crank, (Rodger not among them, but he
could sense it in his sister.)

Finally, when every last trace of dusk had gone, full darkness settled on the land like a
black fog. Navigating the rise and fall of the dunes was trickier now; stumbling and losing one's
footing was not uncommon. But their destination twinkled ahead, forcing them on.

“How did your pod get overrun? If you don’t mind my asking.” Lucas asked Michael.
“We found an entrance to an old subway system. The map showed it leading right into the

heart of the city. We took a vote, and the majority of us were for it. I didn’t like it, the idea of
being trapped underground. It was a gamble we lost. The tunnels were full of Cranks, a big nest
of ‘em. No, I suggest we stay above ground.”

And so they had no choice but to trust him.

***

They were close now. They could make out clusters of buildings organized here and there
in the distance. A shrill insect frequency was starting to grow as well, filling the air with its
rhythmic dry hum. Red ants began to crawl about in the sand, and they had to be careful to avoid
stepping in one of their swarming mounds.

Signs of what was once human life started appearing in the sand. Old cigarette butts,
plastic food wrappers, crushed and rusted soda cans.

They reached their first row buildings on the outskirts of the city. They were mostly
hollowed-out frames, a patchwork system of girders that outlined what was once a set of
skyscrapers, towering up into the sky. Flimsy sheet metal and cement slabs hung here and there
on the girders like torn, rotted flesh. The sun was beginning to come up to the east.

“We find a place to hide here, and wait out the day,” Michael said. “Let’s search around
for a building that’s more or less intact and see if we can’t camp out in one of the rooms unseen.”



They entered the ground floor of one of the towers, weapons out. Dawn light streamed in
ribbons through the cracks and gaps in the dying walls. A Screen was set up, more efficient this
time, thanks to some tips from Michael. The TP’s surrounded the TK’s, forming a loose circle,
arms out, palms out, a magnetic field growing and traveling from the palm of one TP to the next,
until an invisible circle enfolded the group, which Rodger could see in the periphery of his eyes
as a soft blue beam of light. When he tried looking at it directly it disappeared.

“Don’t try to clear your mind, it's too hard given the stressful conditions, rather we mirror
them, we blend in by resonating with the energy of a Crank.” Michael had told them. “So fill
your thoughts with the desire for human flesh and blood, for killing. Fill yourself with the
thoughts of a beast,  the angry dumb need to rip apart the warm body of another.”

“Lovely,” Dodger said, rolling her eyes.
“And send that need through your palms.”
Rodger did as he was instructed, his face contorted in a kind of rage, trying to channel

what he had seen up close at the power plant. The blue light emanating from his palms turned a
brownish red.

“Good!” Michael exclaimed. He was doing it too, the fourth TP, the collective field
taking on a kind of cube shape.

They moved like this, slowly through the building. Abandoned storefronts met them,
windows smashed, items long ago looted. Graffiti tattooed the walls in odd glyphs and patterns.
The occasional skeleton met them, lying in a pool of dried blood and clothing. There was a rank
smell like an old damp sponge mixed with the dust of ages.

It was all eerily quiet.
“We’ll be safer up a few floors, unless of course there is a nest of them up there,”

Michael said, rubbing his chin. “It’s sort of a crapshoot.”
They found an escalator leading up to the next floor. They were met with the same rubble

and silent abandonment.
“A food court!”
Most of them had finished their granola bars and water, and at the thought of food

Rodger’s stomach growled. In all the suspense he had forgotten how hungry he was.
After a quick tour of the floor, it appeared uninhabited, so the group dropped the Screen

formation and put their weapons down. They split up in search of salvageable food in the
kitchens of the various restaurants.

Rodger steeled himself, covered his mouth and nose with his shirt and opened one of the
refrigerators. Clouds of green mold spilled out. He quickly slammed the door, stepping back and
fanning his arms.

“Not trying that again,” he said aloud to no one in particular.
“ Hey Rog, come check here, I found a pantry,” he heard Dodger say from an adjacent

room.



Sure enough there were still a few canned goods left behind, some bags of flour, and
cooking oil. Dodger opened a can of tomato sauce and sniffed gingerly.

“ Oh man, that's sweet. Reminds me of home,” she exclaimed and took a sip, her body
shivered in reaction, eyes growing wide.

“Try it!” She handed him the can.
Sure enough the sweetness came as a shock after nothing but dry granola bars and water

for the past however long it had been; time seemed to be working differently here.
They brought back their canned goods to the group and together they all took stock: some

pickles, yellow peppers, some canned beans, a jar of cherries, a jar of condensed milk and some
other odds and ends. They stashed everything in their backpacks and settled for the night in a
small manager’s office that still had a firm door and lock on the inside.

Lying on the floor with his backpack for his pillow, a thought occurred to Rodger. “Hey
Michael, if this is Mars why is it so similar to earth? I mean besides all the Cranks and
whatever…but they still have computers and the same kind of food… it all seems…so familiar?”

“Oh you haven’t seen nothin yet. Wait till we get into the heart of the city. But, from what
I’ve been told these other planets are just different versions of earth with slightly different
conditions, different time intervals. Like Mars is in the future of where Earth is now, if that
makes sense.” He rubbed his eyes and there was a look of deep fatigue on his face that chilled
Rodger to the bones.

“It’s all quite complicated and I could explain it better when I have all the pieces of
myself restored…I keep forgetting where I am, what I’m doing. Like I’m watching a movie and
keep losing the plot.”

“I bet you just need some good food and a good night's sleep, maybe a week of sleep,”
Kalisha said from her corner of the room.

“What I need is to get out of this God forsaken realm.”

***

They awoke some time later, no telling how much to the distant sounds of manic laughter
and gunfire.

It was Minha who was keeping watch. She had gone out and looked through the window
to determine that night had fallen when she heard it. The group gathered around the window.
From up here they had a good view of the city. Most was dark rubble, lit here and there, where
distant dumpster fires burned, and lights flickered roughly from where they had heard the
gunshots.

“ That can’t be good.” Minha said. “What does it mean?”
“It means,” Mike began, slowly, “they’re not all dead…well, they’re not all Cranks.

Cranks can’t operate machine guns as far as I’ve seen. Too stupid. I’ve heard of this. Roving
gangs of — well I don’t want to think about it right now. Let’s just hope we don’t run into them.
They won’t be fooled by our Screens.”



It was time to move by the cover of night.
The second they left the building the shrill insect frequency hit them full force. It was

almost calming and out of place in this nightmare of scenes, to hear what sounded like nature
trying to take its way back. They walked down empty streets and under cat walks, staying far
away from distant fires that flickered in the distance.

Occasionally the smoky overcast sky lit up by distant lightning.
Mike seemed to be following his gut instinct.
“We’re very nearly at downtown. This is about as far as I got with my last group before

we stupidly went underground.”
They reached a wide thoroughfare that seemed dedicated to strip clubs and porn shops.

They could tell from the neon lights somehow still active, flickering on and off images of nude
models. Big screen TVs flashed clips of hard-core pornography, stuff that Rodger had never seen
and shocked him to his core. It was made all the more surreal by the fact that half the screens
were cracked and glitching out, images and scenes winking into and out of existence.

“Look!” Someone whispered pointing ahead. Down the street were dark forms hunched
in front of the neon lights of a sex club. Cranks.

“We need to find a side street.” Mike whispered. “TK’s get ready to fight if need be, and
TP’s get ready to set up a Screen. Knives out, no guns, the sound will draw attention.”

Lightning flashed again, this time closer. They heard it fizzing against a skyscraper in the
distance.

They maneuvered through a side alley, slowly, listening for any signs of Cranks. When
they got near the end of the alley where it opened onto a perpendicular street they heard it: the
sound of engines.

“Duck down!”
They all got on their bellies, hidden behind the alleyway and a concrete wall. The engines

grew louder. Rodger peeked behind his cover to see ATV’s and motorcycles coming down the
street. A gang of raggedy looking riders, many of them wearing some kind of mask. He
recognized some of the masks as the Joker from Batman. Some just had bandanas. Several held
machine guns in one hand, the other hand gripping the handlebars. There seemed to be about
twenty of them.

They turned the corner, and soon their sounds died down. Still, no one moved for a good
five minutes, all of them breathing hard from the adrenaline.

“OK, let’s go.”
The alley had ended and they had no choice but to use the street. They hugged the

sidewalk and the storefronts, the dusty shop windows on their right, mostly broken and long ago
looted, revealed nothing but a musty gloom on the inside.

Firelight from a trash barrel flickered up ahead, the smoke wafting towards them.
“Screen up.”



Rodger held out his palms, did his best to empty his mind and replace it with the energy
he had witnessed from his close encounters with the Cranks. A dull need, animal hunger, and a
pounding rage at not satiating it…

Rust red light glowed from his palms, and he saw the same from the other TP’s, creating
a soft glow around them.

The trash barrel was surrounded by a group of them. The Cranks were drooped and
mesmerized by the flame, mostly still except to cough or spit occasionally. Rodger saw one was
nibbling on what looked like a rat. The pod slowly crossed the street to the other sidewalk to
avoid them. It was too close for comfort.

The Cranks took no notice of them. A few of them took no notice of anything, their
blank, bloodshot eyes staring up widely into the black sky, sick and entranced with the Svarning.

Next block, the horrors continued.
Another row of dilapidated sex shops and tattoo parlors. Flesh films flickering on big

screen TV’s. Less far-gone Cranks stood masturbating putrid flesh around store windows. Dead
bodies lined the streets. Scurries of rats jittered by them, feeding on the mayhem, like nature
beginning to clean up its mess. The night lit by torch flairs, the screams of the sick, the mad and
the dying,

And still the TP’s held their Screen. And still the group moved slowly but surely up the
street.

“We must be close now, this is farther than I got last time.” Michael whispered.
There was movement up above them. The towering buildings were shifting, catwalk

girders between them were rotating about like giant clock hands. Whole tiers shifting in clouds
of gray dust and shrieking metal.

They were almost to the end of the next block and passed the main  clutter of Cranks
when disaster struck. A bolt of lightning struck one of the catwalks, sending it tumbling down to
the street, only ten feet or so from where they were standing. In surprise, the blue Screen faltered
and died out.

Screams from the Cranks behind them — they were seen!
“Run!” someone shouted.
They sprinted the remainder of the block and then at the T intersection took a hard left,

the sounds of their pursuers continuing. Rodger glanced back. Most of the Cranks were too
decayed to keep up but he counted about five or six of them that were keeping pace, a look of
wild predatory need in their eyes. Nick turned and fired his gun twice. One of the Cranks
dropped.

“No guns!” Michael yelled.
But it was too late, from in front of them they heard the  roaring of engines again. The

crazy Joker cult was heading their way.
They were sandwiched.
“Quick, in here!” Lucas shouted, and turned into a large gutted supermarket, with lots of

aisles to hide in. Four of them made it through the open door but just as the twins and Mike



pulling up the rear were about to follow the door burst into flames as a molotov cocktail smashed
in front of them.

“Take one more step and I end your life!” Came a raspy voice. The Joker gang had
arrived. Some of them were firing on the Cranks, dispatching the remaining runners, while the
rest of them had their guns pointed on what was left of Rodger’s group.

There was nothing to be done. There were far too many of them to attempt anything. The
nearest cultist hopped off his motorcycle and stripped them of their backpacks, guns and knives.

“Well lookie here, this must be our special day!” he said, examining the contents of a
backpack. “Check it out,” he said, tossing another backpack to a companion.

“Bind their hands and legs,” said the first guy, tossing him some rope. “Jed, help him, we
need to get indoors quickly.”

“I think there were some more of ‘em went through that building.”
“No time, storm’s comin’,”
“We’re just gonna let them get away?”
“Hey it's your ass gonna be fried by lightning, not mine.”
“Fuck.”
“We’ll come back for 'em. Where they gonna go?”
“Hope the Cranks don’t eat them first.”
Roger felt a sinking in the pit of his stomach. It had all gone so wrong so quickly.
What do we do? He telegraphed silently to Dodger.
Wait for our moment. They don’t look too bright. We can take em.
He wished he shared her optimism. She looked angry, he was just scared. What could

they do tied up?
They were lifted roughly and dropped into spare seats in the ATV’s. They took off

quickly, as the foreboding sky continued to broil gray clouds and threaten more dry lightning.
They were missing Kalisha, Lucas, Nick and Minha.
Rodger cleared his mind and focused on them, telegraphing, Kalisha? Luke? You guys

hear me?
Rodger! It was Kalisha. I’m so sorry!
It’s OK, listen. They’re taking us indoors. I'll look for landmarks and let you know.
We’ll come find you. Hang tight.
Careful, there's a lot of them and they took our weapons. And Kalisha?
Yeah?
Watch out for lightning. They’re afraid of it too.
With that he dropped the connection, and now focused on the ruffian driving the vehicle

to his left. If he could get into his mind…
As the vehicle powered ahead, Rodger allowed his field to expand into the space of the

ruffian, against his instinct, he started to feel what the man felt. A kind of dull anger, so ingrained
that it had become his base state. The anger was mixed with excitement at having caught these
kids. A kind of desire filled him. Rodger probed his mind. It was a swirling chaos. The man was



frantically trying to figure out something, to ‘have his way with them,’ without the captain
knowing. But how?

Dodger, what does it mean to ‘have your way with them?’
What are you talking about?
This man, I’m reading his mind. He wants to secretly have his way with us.
Ugh. That sounds like sex stuff.
Gross.
He doesn't want the captain to know. The captain is going to use us for something else.
Are you saying…what are you saying?
We can use that, maybe.
They turned right at an intersection, and soon parked outside what looked like a capital

building. He had seen one when the nuns had taken them to downtown Boston. It had marbled
steps and pillars flanking the main entrance.

Several men approached the vehicle, guns drawn. The man unbound their legs, “walk.
Try anything funny, and get a bullet in the head.”

Rodger doubted they would shoot, but he didn’t want to test that hypothesis. Not until he
had his chance. The twins, and Mike  followed them up the steps, with goons on all sides of
them, pointing their guns, frozen sneers on their clown masks.

Kalisha. They took us to a capital building. With stone pillars and marble steps. Down
the street and then we took a right at some point.

Got it. Hold on tight, we’re on our way.
“So uh, does one of us get to be Batman? Are we gonna play dress-up?” Dodger asked,

trying to sound nonchalant.
“Shut up.” said the goon behind them, but another goon burst out in a high pitched manic

laugh.
“See, that guy gets it!” Dodger exclaimed.  “He is really getting into his role. I think the

rest of you should take notes…”
The goon behind them shoved Dodger forward, almost knocking her off her feet.
“Hey!”
“ I said, shut up!”

The entrance to the building was marked by a severed head on a stick, red ants crawling through
nose and lips. Guards were posted on either side of the door.

Inside, they were led to what once must have been an old courtroom that had been
converted into some kind of black magick temple. The wooden benches were removed. A large
effigy made up of broken chunks of cement and other bits and bobs of recycled junk stood in the
middle of the room. Some kind of animal-headed idol, with curved rebars on both sides of the
head for horns. Around the effigy was a red painted circle with various symbols etched around it.
Rodger had seen similar things in his comic books. A summoning circle.

The kids were presented before the leader of the group who stood closest to the idol, but
just outside the circle. He didn’t wear a mask, but had such a large tangled beard that covered



half his face anyway, sunken green eyes that darted this way and that nervously, but now were
fixed on the twins and Michael. Bushy eyebrows in a fixed frown. His clothes, like the rest of
them, looked like something a hobo would wear, only on top of them he wore a stained white
robe that one would see martial artists wear.

“We found them wandering the streets, sir.” Said a clown from behind them. “They were
about to be claimed by some Cranks.”

“Where do you come from?” The leader asked them, eyes darting from one child to the
next.

Noone spoke.
The butt of a gun connected to Rodger’s head. Pain exploded and he saw white for a

second.
“Answer the priest!”
Priest.
“We come from the Earth timeline,” Michael spoke up. “Sent here by the powers-that-be.

Look, tell us what you want, and perhaps we can help you.”
“What we want…” The priest echoed. He looked away, started pacing back and forth, in

thought. Then he addressed the room at large.
“What we have here is clearly a gift from our Lord. King Sorat has sent these children to

us as a sacrifice. He must be fed!” He looked up at the effigy, then bowed down to it. “Thank you
o’ dark one, for this gift of youth. We should appease you with their offering, and in exchange I
know you will bestow upon us your favor!” He kissed the ground.

These people are insane. Dodger telegraphed.
I hope you have a plan. Rodger sent back. He sure didn’t and was still groggy from the

whack to the head.
The rapey one, the one who wants to have his way with us. He doesn’t want what the

leader wants. We can use that.
Wait, Dodger —
“I have to pee!” Dodger said, turning to the rapey one who had driven them. Then

Dodger addressed the priest, “Oh leader, sir. We’d be happy to oblige in this, er, offering, but not
on a full bladder. This would anger the Lord if I were too, uh accidently whizz on him I’m sure.”

Cackling laughter from several of the clowns.
“Silence!” Boomed the priest, holding up his hand. “Very well, one of you escort the

female to the lavatory.” He turned his attention back to the effigy, circling it, muttering and
tracing the red symbols here and there with his index finger.

“I’ll go,” came the rapey one. Rodger could feel the man’s pulse quicken and the
dopamine flooding his system. “Follow me,” he said to Dodger, his voice cracking a bit.

Rodger, filled with dread to see the two of them leaving the room, refrained from the urge
to reach out to her mind, for he knew Dodger was carefully working out a plan,and didn’t want
to disturb her process. Instead he exchanged knowing looks with Michael.

Hold your ground, wait for your moment, came Michael’s reassuring voice in his head.



Maybe I should ask to pee too! Rodger sent frantically.
Too sketchy. She can take him.
Rodger forced himself to try to take deep breaths.

***

Dodger, with hands still bound by rope, was led by the goon out of the courtroom and
steered left down a marble hall. Get your stinkin’ hand off my shoulder, she wanted to say, but for
once, held her tongue.

At the end of the hall on the right was a door marked with the familiar Venus symbol,
universal for female restroom.

“I’ll just be a minute,” she said sweetly, and even gave the man a hint of a smile. That did
it, she could see sweat beading on his forehead. He wouldn’t be thinking straight. She went in,
pushing the swinging door with her shoulder. Inside she quickly took stock of the room, several
stalls and sinks. She went into the farthest stall, the big one designed for handicapped people.
The toilet was filthy and rusted over, but she gritted her teeth and sat, pants and all, on the toilet
seat.

Then she cleared her throat and called out in the same innocent voice “er, I may need some
help here, sir, since I can’t use my hands.”

She heard the bathroom door swinging open, and his heavy breathing filled the room. She
felt no fear, only a directed focus. She had faced and killed  Cranks, she had been tortured many
times by trainers at the Institute, she had jabbed, prodded, microchipped, she had been stolen
away from the only home she had ever known — no, she would not fear this goon. She would
unleash fury upon him.

She saw his shoes in the gap under the stall walking slowly toward her. They stopped in
front of the stall door. For a moment he hesitated, then he pushed the door open. He stepped in
and faced her. He had taken his mask off. His eyes were filled with desire, need, and fear. He put
his pistol in his back pocket.

“I —” he gulped.
“Yeah, um, I’m gonna need some help,” she said again, then looked down at her pants. Eye

contact broken, he rushed her, hands out to grab her, but she had anticipated as much. She slid to
the left, off the seat and onto the floor. His knee bashed into the toilet rim. He howled. Then she
used what little movement in her fingers the rope allowed to lift the gun via TK from his back
pocket  into the air behind him, and channeling her anger into her fingers like Stackhouse had
taught her, fired a round into the back of his head.

His skull exploded in a shower of brain, bone and blood, smattering the walls and raining
down upon her.

“Oh!” An involuntary shock escaped her, as she was suddenly drenched in warm sticky
fluid. A feeling of exhilaration filled her. “Holy shit. Holy shit.” She felt like she could do
anything.



I must be Batman, she thought wildly.
Ok focus Dodger, you’re not out of the woods yet. She crawled over to the man’s body

and felt in his back pocket. Score! She found a lighter. It was an awkward angle and hurt her
wrist to twist it the way she needed to but she flicked the lighter and let the flame begin to do its
work on the rope. She could feel the heat beginning to singe her hand. She forced herself not to
cry out, eyes watering.

***

Rodger heard the gun go off but knew right away that Dodger was OK. He could feel her
exhilaration. Which could only mean…

“Did you hear that?” One of the masked goons by the door of the courtroom asked aloud.
“Yeah, sounded like a gunshot,” said another.
“You don’t think Tony -”
“Oh c’mon it's a little girl! With her fuckin hands bound!”
The priest looked up from his preparations. “Well someone go check it out! Bring the boy

as leverage if you need to.”
One of the goons grabbed Rodger and held a gun right up against his temple.
“You’re comin with me. Let’s go. Anything funny from you or her and I put a bullet in

your brain.”
As they were leaving the room Rodger heard the priest say, “meanwhile let’s get the older

kid onto the sacrament altar.”
Rodger wanted to turn to make eye contact with Michael but didn’t dare make any

sudden movement. He needed to think, quick.
The two of them were out in the hall now, the goon marching fast, hand gripped to

Rodger’s upper arm, forcing him along. Rodger saw a flash of lightning from a window above.
Wait, where there was lightning there must be…

Thunder.
He mustered all his strength of will and concentration and Pushed the thought into the

goon’s mind: the sound was just thunder.
The marching slowed, a look of confusion went across the goon’s face.
Rodger persisted again, Pushing: we went to check it out and it was just thunder. The

noise we heard. Tony’s fine.
The goon came to a stop. He looked up, out the window at the black sky. Mouth going

slack.
“Crazy weather, huh?” Rodger tried.
The man looked quizzically down at the boy. The sight of him seemed to snap him out of

his reverie.
“C’mon,” he said gruffly, pulling Rodger again, down the hall.



They reached the outside of the women’s bathroom, and the man was about to push the
door open. Rodger mustered all his strength again, aggressively extending his field into the man,
feeling the energy signature of the man and matching it as best as a 12 year old child can and
Pushed: I can’t remember why I’m out here.

This time the man visibly drooped from high alert to suddenly looking tired and sluggish.
“Man, what the hell?” He scratched his head, looking lost.

After a moment, Rodger said, “that’s the girl’s room.”
The man slowly lowered the arm from the door.
“we should probably get back,” Rodger added, forcing himself not to give in to

amazement at his power.
“Yeah, probably,” the man said in a daze.
Dodger don’t move, we’re fine, we’re heading back.
What the hell’s happening out there?
I…I Pushed him.
They started making their way back down the hall.
Rodger, I freed my hands and got his gun. Give me a signal when to make a move.
Don’t do anything foolish yet. We are still outnumbered. Wait until the rest of the pod gets

here.
Shit. If they get here.
They made their way back to the entrance to the courtroom. The guard at the door asked

the man, “So what was that noise?”
“What noise?”
“The one that sounded like a gunshot that you went to investigate!”
“Oh yeah, uh, just some thunder.”
“And the girl?”
“You know, probably still taking a piss or whatever! Tony’s got it.”
“Hmm, I don't trust Tony. Guy wants to fuck everything that moves.”
In the center of the room Michael had been strapped to a chair and lifted onto a riser that

circled the base of the crazy makeshift effigy. His face was somehow still placid as ever,
although his long hair was disheveled and covering half his face. The priest and ten to fifteen of
his men stood by watching as two of them worked to bind his arms and legs to the chair.

Now Michael  noticed Rodger by the door and telegraphed: Is she OK?
Yeah, but —
Good. Get ready.
The priest approached Michael and, turning, spoke before the group. “Before we appease

the Lord with our burnt offering, we shall taste the blood of our victim!” He raised his arms in
gesticulation, and the edge of his robe lifted up, revealing his belt that held several knives, a gun
and a grenade. There were hoots, cheers and whistles from the group.

Rodger noticed that Michael had his eyes focused on the grenade at his belt. Nobody but
Rodger seemed to notice as the grenade detached itself seemingly on its own and hovered in the



air between the priest and Michael. The priest, still turned towards his audience, unhooked the
knife and licked it.

“Hey asshole,” Michael said from behind him. The priest, still grinning and cleaning the
knife on his robe, turned around, and saw the grenade staring him in the face.

The room froze. Michael’s finger twitched. The pin fell away and landed with a soft
tinkle on the floor amidst the deafening silence. Michael turned to Rodger, gave the slightest of
nods, and spoke quietly into his head —

It’s OK.
“Michael no!”
The room was blown to bits.

***

The shockwave knocked Rodger backwards out the door, flame and heat licking his face.
For a time, he couldn't tell how long, he lay in the hallway, disoriented. He was coated in dust. It
was on his tongue and in his eyes. Shouts and screams and objects were bouncing around him.
Then a hand pulled him.

“Let’s go!”
Dodger.
“Hey!” The two outside guards were running towards them. Rodger heard gunshots, and

then one of the guards dropped right in front of him, a bullet hole through his head, eyes seeing
nothing.

The hand was pulling him up again.
“We have to move!”
Rodger forced his gaze away from the dead man and willed his legs to move. They felt

like jelly. He was seeing double, and the floor was spinning.
She was pulling him now, through the front door, into the cold and wind of night. The

night air jogged his senses and he could feel himself stabilizing.
“Steps, Rodger!”
Carefully they descended the stone steps of the Capitol building as fast as they could.

There were shouts coming from behind them. Apparently they weren’t all dead.
Dead. Oh God, Michael! No time to think about it.
A bullet whizzed by their heads.
Dodger turned to shoot, but all her gun did was make a soft click.
“Damn! Out of bullets.”
They were at the base of the steps, and turned left, running the opposite way they had

arrived. Another series of bullets cracked into the sidewalk where they had been a moment
before.

And then, suddenly there was Minha, thrusting out her palm, and they heard the goon’s
machine gun clattering uselessly away.



“You found us!”
Behind Minha was Nick and Kalisha, both firing at the remaining goons. Each of them

dropped, and finally there was a lull.
“Where’s Michael?” Kalisha asked.
“No time, let’s go!” Dodger yelled.
They ran east for several blocks. They did not appear to be pursued.
“Where’s Luke?” Rodger asked as the group slowed to a jog.
The others exchanged painful looks. Finally it was Nick who spoke up, “he’s gone,

he…got struck by lightning.”
“What?” Dodger hissed.
“There was nothing we could do,” Kalisha cried. “We got caught in a storm on our way

here. We tried to revive him but he was just gone. Heart stopped…”
As if to accentuate the point, the sky crackled and boomed with thunder. Then it was

illuminated bright red amidst gray clouds as lightning shot down not far from where they were
running, the ground sizzling and smoking where it had landed.

“We need to find shelter!” Kalisha yelled.
They had reached a gap in the buildings. Beyond them was a field of vacant lots

overgrown with weeds, littered here and there with burnt out remains of cars. At the far end of
the field, about 200 yards was a distant domed building. Something about it sent shivers down
Rodger’s spine and butterflies in the gut.

“Guys, I think that's it,” he said pointing.
“Yeah, I feel that too, something about that building is calling me,” Dodger looked at

Rodger, eyes wide, “calling us.”
Another jolt of lightning whizzed into the lot, frying the ground.
The group huddled underneath an awning of a building in the last row of structures

before the lot.
“So, how are we gonna get there?” Kalisha asked. “I don’t know about you, but I’d rather

wait for the storm to blow over.”
As they stood there, the twins filled in the others about what had happened to Michael,

and how they had almost become sacrificial victims to an insane cult, how Michael had
sacrificed himself to take most of them out.

A brooding silence followed, as each child privately mourned their losses.
But Rodger and Dodger were becoming more and more filled with another emotion, that

was tied to reaching that domed building, and entering its chamber. Neither of them could
explain this need, this inexplicable feeling, but it felt like…

It felt like destiny.
We’re so close.

***



The blood red sun was rising in the East. The intervals between lightning strikes had been
steadily lengthening over the last hour as the group continued to wait under the awning. Finally,
the storm seemed to be over, burnt out by the sun and heat.

It was time to move.
They made their way across the flat expanse to the dry sounds of insect wings under the

red sky poking through gray clouds. Some of the rusty cars held skeleton surprises inside them.
But Rodger’s pod paid no mind. They weren’t shocked anymore; they were hardened.

The domed building loomed ever closer. It actually had a few trees growing around it, the
first trees they had seen on this whole god-forsaken planet. Perhaps it was a good sign.

They approached the building now. It was circular, but large, like a massive hut or sweat
lodge. It was ribbed with narrow slits for windows that revealed nothing of the contents on the
inside. There were also strange hieroglyphic symbols on the curved outer wall.

Rodger felt his anticipation growing. He ran his hand along the wall as they
circumscribed it. It felt cool to the touch, made of some kind of porous tan material he couldn’t
place.

They had made it all the way around when they heard the unmistakable grunting and
groaning of Cranks. Squinting in the distance they could see there was a camp of them about a
hundred yards away, with several trash fires burning. They too had found some shade under a
couple of scraggly trees, not like the lush palm trees that grew here.

“Wait, you guys!” Dodger whispered. She pressed her hand into a small, almost invisible
hand imprint in the wall, like the kind you saw in sidewalks back home, when the cement is still
wet and some prankster wants to mark his signature. As her hand pressed into the imprint, it sunk
into the wall slightly and the panel flush with the wall slid open soundlessly.

She grabbed her brother’s hand —
You ready?
Yes.
“You two go,” Minha said suddenly. “We’ll keep an eye on those Cranks.”
The twins turned around, looking at the others. None of them had made any move toward

the door, and to the gloom that revealed nothing of what was inside.
“Wait, really?” Dodger said. “After all this way?”
“Minha’s right,” Kalisha said. “It was always about the two of you. I see that now.” She

went to Dodger, put her hands on the sides of Dodger’s head, leaned in, forehead to forehead and
whispered “End this shit.”

Rodger looked at Nick, who nodded stoically. “See you on the other side, bro.” Rodger
could feel tears brimming on his lower eyelids. This, he hadn’t expected. But somehow, it made
sense.

“Let’s go,” he said to his sister. She nodded fiercely, her hand squeezing his.
They entered the gloom.

***



It was cool inside, as though someone had been maintaining an air conditioner after all
this time. The thought struck Rodger as funny, the absurdity of the situation suddenly made him
grin.

“What?” Dodger asked.
“Nothing.”
As their eyes accustomed to the dark, they noticed that the shape of the room was

different from the outside. The circular outer walls had, on the inside, taken on a hexagonal
beehive shape. The lighting was provided by a soft reddish glow lining the corners where wall
met floor and ceiling. But most striking about the nearly empty room was the three narrow
cylindrical chambers arranged in the middle. The chambers reminded Rodger of cryogenic
sleeping pods that he had read about in his sci-fi comic books.  They were arranged in the middle
such that the room looked like this:

The twins slowly approached the three chambers, their hearts beating with excitement.
Little green and red lights were blinking  here and there; it really was like something out of his
comics. On each chamber was a window. The twins cautiously peered in each one. Behind each
screen was a sleeping figure, three old men with gray beards, sleeping peacefully. And now the
words of Sigsby came to them, “The Doctrines, we suspect, were then stored in the very minds of
a chosen group of individuals, leaders, who then put themselves into a cryosleep, in order to
preserve the Doctrines from decay.”

More strange hieroglyphic lettering was written on the sides of each chamber, but these
words seemed to be glowing faintly. On impulse, Rodger ran his palm along one line of lettering,
just as Dodger had done on the door outside. As though reacting to his touch, the lettering
morphed and shifted until finally settling into English letters.

“The Sleeping Kings,” Rodger read aloud. And next to it, another word, “Ethos.”
“Ooh, I wanna try,” Dodger said, and let go of Rodger’s hand to go and touch another

tube’s lettering. “This one says ‘Pathos,’” she read.



The third tube read Logos.
“I wonder what it means.”
As if to answer her question a holoscreen appeared in the center of the room, right where

the feet of the three kings met in the middle. On the screen was an old black and white footage of
a reedy looking bald man with glasses and sharp ambitious eyes in a white lab coat. He was at a
podium, ostensibly speaking before an audience.

His tinny voice rang out into the room, “central to our efforts has been a tripartite force
that on your Earth plane was known to the ancient Greeks as the doctrines of Ethos, Pathos and
Logos. But unknown to most is that in secret, alchemists have, since time immemorial, been
striving to embody these universal, macrocosmic forces into the microcosm of a single
individual. These attempts have always met with failure. Why? We forced a guiding principle of
the universe into human flesh. These subjects always had so much reality resonating in their
heads that they couldn't be bothered to interact with anything beyond what they saw behind his
or her closed eyes. They never spoke. They would eventually stop eating, and would have to be
hooked up to feeding tubes. They would lie there, sustained by clever machinery, eyes closed,
inert, the Doctrine imprisoned within shivering skin. There was no way to extract it, to make the
world dance to their whim.

The difficulty of the Doctrine is its size. When placed inside the mind, there’s no room
for humanity. We believe that by splitting the Doctrines in half, and imparting each half into a set
of twins, that we can get the best of both worlds — a viable Doctrine incarnate, and a set of
subjects that can sustain somewhat of a normal life, normal enough to communicate said
Doctrine to their handlers.”

The scene cut out, and then two of the three sleeping pods went dark. The third pod,
however, lit up brighter than before.  The holoscreen returned, but now it hovered over the lit
pod. The tinny voice of the scientist spoke again,

“…Pathos. The artistic, emotional life. Bifurcates into music on the one side and poetry
or the Word, on the other. According to the Doctrine of Pathos, music and poetry can influence
individuals on an emotional, mental and even physical level. Knowing as we do now that each
individual is a microcosm for the creation, it seems obvious that something which can work on a
single human could also work on the entire world.”

The screen winked out again, leaving them in darkness with the reddish glow of the one
pod, the one labeled “Pathos.” The twins, each on opposite sides of the pod, leaned in to look at
the old wizened face again, impelled now by unseen forces beyond their control.

The king’s face remained inert as ever. And then, his eyes opened.
Rodger would have jumped back in fright, but the eyes that revealed themselves to him, a

depthless blue with streaks of black held him rooted to the spot. His whole body locked. He
could feel the same happening to Dodger.

Then from out of the old man’s eyes two brilliant gold light beams shot forth, one from
each eye, the left beam going into Rodger’s eyes and the right beam going into Dodger’s.



Rodger was immediately filled with a surge of energy unlike anything he had ever felt
before. Uh-oh, this is too big, he thought, wildly, knowing somehow that this was just the first
wave of something bigger. It surged again, and it was like all the secrets of the universe were
being laid before him, dancing and unveiling themselves, and he knew that if he could hold onto
just a piece of this and bring it into manifestation he really could change the world.

The energy surged again, and this time the wave crested high above both their
consciousnesses, blinding white light filling them, each cell in their bodies pulsating on the
wavelength of the Gods, until it was too much and the twins fainted right to the floor, and
everything went dark.

***
“Well I’ll be, they actually did it! They got one!” Sigsby said, and did a little dance,

something she hadn’t done in years. Stackhouse chuckled.
“This calls for a shot!” He said gruffly, pouring him and Sigsby shots of vodka. For him

this was as elated as he got, and allowed himself to put his dislike for Sigsby on the shelf long
enough to celebrate this moment with her, after all these years of training child subjects, after all
the failures.”

Finally.
“One down. Two to go.” He said, swigging back his drink.
“Oh don’t remind me of the other two Doctrines now,” Sigsby said, grabbing the shot

glass and taking her own swig.
She looked through the viewing window at the pod of Twelves, her subjects sleeping

fitfully. They had never woken any of their subjects back up on any prior Mars mission. This
would be a first. Other than the dead Lucas boy, of course, and Michael, a remnant from the old
pod of Sixteens, whose organs would soon be harvested for any lingering psi potential. The
surviving children would be awakening soon anyway, since the astral jump was set to end either
in death or in retrieval of a Doctrine from the Impossible City.

For once she was looking forward to the call she would soon make to her superiors.
She looked at the twins, sleeping there, eyelids twitching in REM sleep. Curious, she

mused, how one would never know that behind their eyes was housed a god force, a rhythm of
the universe that could change the fate of worlds.

They looked like normal kids.
The other Twelves would be put to work in black ops. The Asian one would make a

decent assassin. Kalisha, perhaps a spy. Nick, well, he was expendable.
But the twins. Their story was just beginning. They would return home and think that this

strange fuzzy nightmare was over. Little did they know…
She wondered if her superiors would separate Rodger and Dodger, until the time when

they would be used. It seemed likely. The Doctrine would merge them too closely together, and
they would create their own private world, rejecting all else. They were already so entangled. But



a forced separation might make the Doctrine mature harmoniously within each half until both
halves were strong enough, independent enough, to then come together.

Yes, they would be separated, she was almost sure of it now.
Stackhouse, pouring another shot, growled at her behind his bushy eyebrows, “Sigsby,

what are you thinking about you old bat?”
“I’m thinking that before I make that phone call I’m gonna get good and drunk.”

**End of Chapter 3**


